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Previewing the top 3-year-old pacers for 2017
EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
@DRFHarness
While Huntsville versus Downbytheseaside
is unlikely to live up to the hype of Always B
Miki facing Wiggle It Jiggleit and Freaky Feet
Pete in the 2016 Ben Franklin, the match-up is
one of the more anticipated races of the year.
While the scene (Pocono Downs) will likely
remain the same, the race where the showdown could occur is the Max Hempt Memorial.
Who will win?
That is a difficult question to answer in
April, but speculate I will on the top-earning
3-year-olds for 2017. Let’s look at my Spring
Top 10 on the pace.

1 – Downbytheseaside

Downbytheseaside and Huntsville really
should be (1) and (1A), but what kind of prediction would this be if I didn’t choose one or the
other? The narrow separating factor for me
is just a gut feeling that this guy had more
maturing to do over the winter while Huntsville was already a finished product in terms
of talent. Ultimately the answer as to which
horse is better will be decided on the track
throughout the summer. For Downbytheseaside, he set the co-fastest mile (1:49) in the
history of the sport for a 2-year-old last year
and captured the Governor’s Cup as his main
stake win, defeating Huntsville. The $577,106
earner, trained by Brian Brown, was second in
the Breeders Crown behind Huntsville.

Derick Giwner

Downbytheseaside is the co-fastest 2-yearold of all time.

2 – Huntsville
He could easily be number one on this
list as his accomplishments were probably
slightly better than Downbytheseaside. In
2016 he produced a stellar record of 11-7-4-0
while topping all rookie pacers with $689,814
in earnings. Along with the Breeders Crown
win, and clocking a record-equaling 1:49 mile,
he captured the Pennsylvania Sire Stakes
Championship and received 2-year-old Pacing
Colt of the Year honors. Ray Schnittker trains
the son of Somebeachsomewhere who is regularly driven by Tim Tetrick. The pair also
teamed up with 3-year-old standout One More
Laugh in 2010.

3 – Someomensomewhere

The first filly on the list completes a top trio
sired by the great Somebeachsomewhere. She
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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nice filly, good gaited, mouth
“ Very
and mind. She makes her mark in

“

hand. She is very special.

– Trainer Bruce Saunders

are quite pleased with our colt
“ We
by A Rocknroll Dance. He is athletic,
mature and has a great attitude.

“

CUTS LIKE A KNIFE

His progress to date has been with
our best two-year-old colt.

– Trainer Tim/Karl Pinske
Multiple mare discounts available.
PENNSYLVANIA Phone: 717-638-7100
email: diamondcreek2@gmail.com

www.DiamondCreekFarm.com

Rocknroll Hanover – Wichita Hanover
2017 FEE: $5,000

Which 3-year-old pacer will step up during the Grand Circuit?
CONTINUED from page 1

vaulted onto the scene with a Breeders Crown
win at The Meadowlands last October and in
2017 she will debut for new ownership. Erv
Miller did a fine job with her last year, but
you have to think new trainer Jimmy Takter
will have her on the top of her game, just as
he did 2016 3-year-old Pacing Filly of the Year
Pure Country. Her career totals stand at 14-46-1 ($486,380).

4 – Fear The Dragon

It is hard enough to get one horse in the top
five yet trainer Brian Brown has a pair. Fear
The Dragon posted a credible 11-5-3-2 record
in 2016 and set a solid lifetime mark of 1:50 3/5
at The Meadows, which is certainly a quick
mile for a freshman over that surface. Let’s
remember that David Miller, who drives both
this guy and Downbytheseaside, actually
liked Fear The Dragon more at one point last
year.

5 – Idyllic Beach

Lisa Photo

Highalator has won six of his seven starts in 2017.

Well, maybe it isn’t that hard to have two
horses in the top five, as Idyllic Beach is the
second filly from the Jimmy Takter barn. She
was the richest 2-year-old filly pacer in 2016
with $647,678 earned and her 14-8-4-2 record
was superb. Why doesn’t she rank as the top
filly on my list? Despite her 1:50 3/5 winning
mile at Mohawk and never finishing off the
board in her career, I never came away from
her performances overly impressed. Was she
good, yes. Is she great, I don’t think so. Maybe
she’ll prove me wrong.

6 – Dragnet Alert

You won’t find this son of Dragon Again on
any earnings leaderboard from 2016, but I saw
enough speed to believe he could mature into
a top player in the 3-year-old pacing ranks.
Everyone remembers Downbytheseaside
and Huntsville pacing in 1:49 at the Red Mile
last October 8, but did you know that Dragnet Alert won in 1:49 2/5 on the same card?
The Chris Oakes trainee is training well
according to owner Michelle Crawford of
Crawford Farms. “He is being aimed toward
PA Sire Stakes, the North America Cup and
Hempt. Chris (Oakes) loves him,” said Crawford, who also has another top 3-year-old in
Funknwaffles. “John Butenschoen has him
again (training). We staked him to NY Sire

Stakes, the Messenger, Hempt, Rooney and
Little Brown Jug. John said he is training
back well, too. We are very hopeful for both
of them.”

7 – Agent Q

This gal checks in as the third and final
filly in my Top 10. She never finished worse
than second in 10 career starts during her
rookie season, but was only able to win three
times. Can she overcome that secondittis
over the winter for trainer Aaron Lambert?
Interestingly, she is one of three in my top
seven that are driven by David Miller.

8 – Ocean Colony

People are sure to forget that he was actually favored in the Metro at Mohawk last
September. He led but faded to fifth that day
and never really got in gear afterwards. Yet
another Jimmy Takter trainee on the list, I
don’t believe we ever saw the best this guy
has to offer and perhaps the scratched-sick
line from October 8 was something that
lingered with him in surrounding starts. He
was able to post a 1:50 1/5 win at Mohawk in
the Metro consolation.

9 – Highalator
Can anyone remember the last time a
lightly raced 2-year-old made his sophomore
debut at Dover and began a season for the
ages? I don’t expect Highalator to be the next
Wiggle It Jiggleit, but the Jenny Bier-trained
son of Somebeachsomewhere has won six
straight starts, most recently on Sunday
night in the Weiss Series at Pocono Downs.
He now has seven wins in nine career starts
and is staked like a good one.

10 – Ideal Wheel

Raced a light schedule producing a 6-3-1-1
record and earnings of $121,282 in 2016. After
finishing third in the Metro, the American
Ideal colt went on to win a division of the
Champlain in 1:51 4/5 and never raced in a
pari-mutuel event the rest of the year. Despite
winning qualifiers in October and November,
the Casie Coleman trainee just wasn’t on the
top of his game. “Even though he was winning
his qualifiers, he wasn’t right,” said Coleman,
who has since learned that the colt was suffering from ulcers. I like that his connections
were patient and elected to skip the big money
in the Breeders Crown to focus on the future.
That could seriously pay off this year.
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Mr. Exotic at Meadowlands
Saturday, November 19, 2016
In the 10nd Race Exacta, box TOTALLY DREAMY, NORTHERN PRIZE
and STIMULUS PLAN.
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‘EYE’ on the Meadowlands
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QUIK PULSE DAISY (7500CLM) was locked in the pocket and never had a
clear shot to stretch her legs.
FIRST BEST (7500CLM) flashed good speed while part of a quick pace,
yielded and came uncovered on the final turn to no avail; tough trip loss.
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tfia=pjfib (3rd Race) Trotting gelding will try to get back in the winning
grove against these. He has good early trot and the rail, so with that said, a
favorable trip can have this 6-year-old greet the cameraman for pictures.

SWEET JUSTICE (NW11500) sat last behind a rocky-gaited foe, angled in
the stretch and finished very willingly with no shot; drops next week.
LET HER ROCK (NW5000) showed some signs of life with sneaky late pace
and gets to stay in the same class next time.
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Older Trotter of the Year Obrigado keeps improving with age
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
Athletes, even equine ones, don’t often
improve with age. Despite what many have
claimed, all too often horses become more
infirm over time and have difficulty maintaining levels of success. The grueling freshman and sophomore seasons have a way of
harming the future ability in so many horses
that we often marvel at those that have
achieved greatness at a later time in their
careers. Such is the case of Obrigado, a horse
that didn’t have his best taken from him at
a young age and now as we move into the
stakes season for older trotters may finally
be ready to tackle the best and beat them with
more consistency.
“He’s training back great,” said trainer
Paul Kelley from his Florida outpost. “He’s
getting ready to go and mentally I’ve never
seen him better.”
Obrigado is coming off a career year that
saw him earn in excess of $800,000. He could
be on the precipice of international stardom
should Kelley choose that route.
“I’ve been thinking about the Elitlopp,”
Kelley said in regard to the prestigious event
in late May in Sweden. “Lennart Agren (SRF
Stable) is from there and it would be great if
he could see the horse in that race. We’ll see
how it goes.”
Kelley understands what it may take for
Obrigado to make it to the Elitlopp and he also
recognizes the difficulties in getting a horse
ready and then the recovery time necessary
for a horse after returning from Europe.
“I’m going to qualify him soon. I wish I
could take him to Pompano, but I think the
track is a little too hard there and I’d rather
not risk it,” Kelley said. “Instead I think we’ll
go up to Southern Oaks Training Center.”
Kelley’s concern over track condition
suggests just how long term his thinking is
when it comes to his stable’s star. Under his
watchful eye Obrigado has accomplished
something rarely seen in the sport. Obrigado
has shown improvement in each and every
year he has raced. From 2012 until 2016, his
annual earnings increased. From 2012 until
2016, his personal best proved faster than the
year before.
Kelley took over the training and partownership of Obrigado after a perfect 13-for-13
season in Maine as a sophomore in 2013. It’s
been an interesting path since then, with last
year’s finale, an upset victory in the $400,000
TVG finale at The Meadowlands, perhaps
showing the horse at his absolute finest.
Expect Obrigado to be qualified a few times
before shipping to The Meadowlands for the
first major race of the year, the Arthur J.
Cutler Memorial on May 6.
“I’m very happy with him right now. He’s

Obrigado has seen his earnings increase each of the last five years.
sharp physically and he’s sharp mentally,”
said Kelley. “I’m pretty sure he’s going to be
ready for his first start.”
While Obrigado sits atop the stable, Kelley
is hoping that he has a pair of sophomore
trotters that could be primed for major
action this season. The New York-bred Such
An Angel didn’t finish up his freshman
campaign the way Kelley would have liked,
but the trainer thinks he’s turned the corner.
“He’s definitely matured over the winter. He’s
bigger and stronger,” Kelley said.
Such An Angel is full brother to Archangel that earned $145K in his first season on
the track. The son of Credit Winner won four
of his first five starts as a freshman but also
lost his last five with the trainer suggesting
a constant battle with sickness as partial
reason for the lack of wins.
“We’ve got him staked for everything,”
Kelley said of Such An Angel. “Of course he’s
eligible in New York but I think he’ll fit the
Grand Circuit.”
The Muscle Hill-sired Catch The Game
was a favorite of Kelley’s last spring, but that
affection didn’t turn into victories during his
first season on the racetrack.
“I know he has the speed but he was a bit
bull-headed and most of the year was spent
trying to teach him how to race,” said Kelley
of Catch The Game. “All winter I’ve been
training him from behind and I think he’s
starting to the get the hang of it.”
Catch The Game has the pedigree to be a
top quality horse. His dam is a full sister to
the International star Adrian Chip, a $1.1
million career earner.
“It’s so hard to find a top quality aged

Derick Giwner

horse,” said Kelley. “You know I think Catch
The Game is the type of horse that will be a
much better aged horse.”
The trainer is actively preparing his
2-year-olds for their first season of battle
and likes a host of trotting fillies. Thus far
he’s been impressed with a number of New
York-sired fillies. “I’ve got a couple by Muscle
Mass, a Credit Winner and a Chapter Seven
that I like. It’s Muscle Mass’s first crop in
New York,” Kelley said.
Outside the Empire State, Kelley has a
Muscle Hill filly out of Quick Credit that
he spoke highly of, along with an Explosive
Matter half-sister to the accomplished Crazy
About Pat.
Kelley is a trainer that is well aware of the
current “Beard” issues the sport is dealing
with. He took exception to our solution to the
problem.
“I’m concerned about retribution,” Kelley
said in regard to actual trainers speaking out
against “Beards.”
Kelley’s concerns are legitimate and it’s
understandable that anyone with a successful stable would be careful not to risk it all
and be willing to let the saga play out through
conventional means. In other words, have
racing commissions investigate.
My feeling is that there are a lot more Paul
Kelley’s out there than there are “Beards”
and only when the majority speak up for
the profession will things truly change. We
can wait for Racing Commissions to find the
rules and the courts to weed out the problem
in the next 10 years or have the majority of
hard-working horsemen figure it out in the
next 10 minutes.
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Suffering from a complete disregard for our customers
ON THE MARK
By Bob Marks
@BobMarks3
Where have the bettors gone?
I don’t think there’s any one specific
answer, but over the years I’ve observed the
inevitability of loss syndrome. The player,
except for the miniscule number of elite
professionals, must eventually lose so any
medium that fails to constantly attract new
customers finds its fan base eroding from
mere attrition.
It’s not dissimilar to the body of water
dependent on fresh stream supplies to maintain its level of depth. Cut off the stream and
the lake bed dries up. It’s that simple.
That said, the live attendance at The Meadowlands began evaporating in the late 80’s
some 10-12 years after its opening. Everyone
within a radius of say 100 miles had been
there and for whatever reason had been properly turned off, seldom if ever to return.
Eventually only the hard core remains.
Why does this happen?
It’s a complex issue, but most outsiders
tend to perceive harness racing as an insider’s game, corrupt or otherwise replete with
issues that they simply are not privy to. In
many ways they’re right.
For example, prior to the 2011 Super Bowl
we knew much more about the status of New
England tight end Rob Gronkowski’s ankle
and Giants running back Ahmad Bradshaw’s

foot than we did about the condition of Exit
16W winner Special T Rocks and whether or
not he was “on his game” all week. He may
have been trained hard or not trained at all.
Maybe he failed to leave the stall for a couple
of days due to infirmary? Insiders may know
or at least have some degree of insight, but
the general public does not and all too often
money is burned on horses having little or no
chance of performing to par.
But we knew when and for how long Bradshaw practiced and could formulate conclusions accordingly.
In harness racing, a single race is often
just one of a sequence of races comprising
the season and unless it’s a big money stakes
event, no one race differs that much from
the others. Therefore, the tendency has been
to earn while living to fight another day in
direct conflict with the needs of the bettor,
whose transaction is for that race and that
day only.
The end result is that billions are burned
up on horses which are content with earning checks instead of going all out to win
this night! As soon as the novice players get
sufficiently sophisticated to perceive when a
less than all out effort occurs, he’s likely to
conclude the odds are too stacked up against
him and as a result he’s lost!
Personally, I was never fully able to fathom
why the performer’s rights superseded those
of the bettor.
When a driver or trainer gets days (mandatory time off) for an infraction which is
immediately stayed and life goes on, is the
expectation that the bettor will think, “Oh he
won’t do it again.”?

Yeah right!
When you get a traffic ticket for a driving
infraction, there’s a penalty. Get nailed with
a substance and its pretty much business as
usual as a “beard” takes over.
What about the hapless guy at the track
that bets on one of those stake eliminations
in which everybody qualifies but nobody goes
all out? What about this person’s rights? He
made a bet, got less than an all out effort and
of course winds up burning money. Should
he have known better? Perhaps! Is there
a disclaimer suggesting that “The horses
in this race are merely qualifying for next
week’s final and may or may not be going
all out tonight, therefore wager at your own
risk”?
We all know that answer and in many ways
it’s symbolic of how racetracks have treated
their customers all these years. And that in
essence is the problem. The needs of those
putting on the show directly conflict with
those needed to finance the show. Racetracks have treated their customers as necessary evils for as long as I’ve been around,
oblivious to the fact that sooner or later that
customer wises up.
Perhaps if track officials were compelled
to undergo apprentice periods early in their
careers in which their weekly salary take
was reflected in the number of winners they
picked, they might have better comprehension of what their customer actually requires.
Racing is a spectator sport dependent on
audience approval for its survival. Have we
done this effectively over the years?
What do you think?

Beware of flying geese off the final turn at Northfield Park
By Derick Giwner
Make no bones about it, the Judges at
tracks across the country have a difficult job.
Regardless of the call they make, there are
bettors out there who will be annoyed.
On Tuesday night at Northfield Park in
race three, an incident took place where a
flock of geese flew in from the infield as the
field reached the top of the stretch and apparently spooked the horse on the lead causing
him to make a break, interfere with the eventual winner and fade to last.
After a 10-minute inquiry, the Judges at
the Ohio oval elected to declare the breaker,
6-5 favorite Action-Ear-To-Ear, a non-starter
and refund all money bet on the Kurt Suggdriven charge.
“We thought it was the right thing to do,”
said Northfield Presiding Judge Bud Teeters.
“We just try to do what is in the best interest
of the betting public.”
Examining the race more closely, it was
fair to assume that Action-Ear-To-Ear would
have finished in-the-money and you could
make the argument that he may have won

the race if he didn’t break. but that is sort of
irrelevant in this situation.
From the point of view of someone who
bet the horse, the outcome was clearly great
because they recieved a refund. What if you
bet on the winner, #6 Mystery Ringer? Then
the outcome wasn’t so desirable. Instead of
10-1 you got just 6.50-1 on your win bet.
Personally I saw no reason to offer a
refund as this falls under an “act of God”
type occurence in my book. For me it was
very similar to what happened to Who Do

You Like on March 17 at The Meadowlands.
The gelding was on his way to victory when
he jumped a piece of paper and made a break.
No money was refunded on the 1.9-1 favorite.
While I don’t agree with the call, I also
don’t see how you can place the blame on
the Judges considering the lack of guidance
available. According to Teeters there is no
Ohio rule that he is aware of stating what
should happen under these circumstances.
How hard would it be for the rulebook to
simply state, “In the event of outside interference from an entity not involved in the
race, all money is to be refunded.” Or it could
state, “In the event of outside interference...
no action will be taken unless at least 50% of
the field is affected.”
Teeters freely admitted that it is hard to
say whether as a Judge he is always making
the right call or not. That is probably true.
Some calls fall under a gray area, but the
bottom line is that there was no need for this
one to and hopefully someone at the Ohio
Racing Commission will make the necessary
changes to the rulebook if it is needed.

MacDonald seeks continued success in Yonkers’ weekend stakes
By Jay Bergman
Becoming a top catch-driver in the sport
involves a great deal of luck and skilled decision making, as well as taking advantage
when given opportunity. Mark MacDonald
has been getting more and more calls at
Yonkers Raceway recently and his ability
to deliver has helped him get off to a quick
start in 2017. MacDonald hopes to find
the winner’s circle this weekend with top
mounts in both Friday’s Blue Chip Matchmaker and Saturday’s George Morton Levy
Series.
On Friday, as the grueling series for fillies
and mares moves into round four, opportunity finds MacDonald and Betabcool N in an
inviting position. Winless in the first three
legs but knocking on the door, the imported
daughter of Bettor’s Delight landed inside
closest to the pylons in the first of two $40,000
Blue Chip Matchmaker divisions.
“She’s been racing very well,” MacDonald said of Betabcool N. “She has been going
forward in the stretch. Last week she came
up without cover and was getting to Regil
Elektra.”
MacDonald has been impressed with the
courage displayed by the Al Annunziata
trained mare. “With all of the horses I drive
from Down Under I try to race them carefully
and not put them on the front end if not necessary. She’s gotten better with each start and
I think you can drive her anyway you like
now,” said MacDonald, understanding the
inside draw may force his options.
Betabcool N starts from the pole in race
seven and could lock up a berth in the rich
final with a victory. The 7-year-old is not alone
as none of the mares entered in this division
has a prior victory in the series. Tessa Seelster, one of the better mares racing throughout the winter at Yonkers, has had limited
opportunity with three outside draws. She
landed post two in this division for the Burke

Ken Weingartner/USTA

Mark Macdonald is currently sitting
eighth on the earnings leaderboard in
North America in 2017.

stable with George Brennan driving. Adding
significant quality to this division is the presence of Wrangler Magic (post 6), a runner-up
to Mackenzie A in round two of the series.
The Rene Allard-trained mare has Dan Dube
in the bike.
MacDonald had a choice of two in the
second Blue Chip Matchmaker division and
opted for Devil Child (post 3) for trainer
John Butenschoen. The 5-year-old has been
battling health concerns and qualified back
well. MacDonald was hopeful she could
return to previous form. “She’s a very classy
mare,” MacDonald said.

Devil Child faces a solid group of Matchmaker leg winners including MacKenzie A
(post 2), Mach It A Par (post 5), Empress Deo
(post 6) and Shesjustadelight N (post 8).
The Levy on Saturday night doesn’t offer
MacDonald as much power, but the driver
is looking forward to sitting behind Great
Vintage in the third of three $50,000 divisions. “He went a very big trip last week,”
said MacDonald. “He’s just such a tough old
horse. I thought I had everyone put away last
week but then Missile J came along.” The
driver never saw him coming but made no
excuses. “I think he’s the best so far in this
series,” concluded MacDonald.
A lifetime winner in excess of $1 million,
Great Vintage drew post five with MacDonald expecting another solid effort. “When
he’s sound he always gives you his best,” said
MacDonald. After a six month layoff, Great
Vintage started right back in the first leg
of the Levy and raced well but didn’t get a
check. “He got a bad shuffle but actually had
pace,” said MacDonald. “Then he drew the
eight hole and was backed up by bad cover
but came charging at the end.”
Great Vintage will have to deal with a
formidable field that includes two-leg winner
Soto (post 2) along with defending Levy
champion Bit Of A Legend N (post 6).
MacDonald had to make the choice
between two very impressive performers in
the $40,000 winner’s over pace on Saturday,
race 10 at Yonkers, and selected Sunfire Blue
Chip ahead of Holy Grail N.
“I wish they hadn’t drawn into the same
race,” said MacDonald. “I’m going to stick
with Jimmy Takter’s horses. He put me up
behind Western Fame last year and that
worked out very well.”
Sunfire Blue Chip drew post eight in the
handicap but the driver was thrilled with his
impressive seasonal debut, a 1:52 3/5 victory
two weeks ago.

Agreeing with Zoccali’s Condition System
Not having Darin Zoccali’s email, I’ll
direct my comments to you. This week’s
article “Tossing Out The Current Condition System” was something I have been
talking about for the past couple of years.
I would love to see Harness racing to
adopt the Thoroughbred system with the
changes as Darin noted because I believe
most tracks small or large have enough
of a horse population to fill full fields and
make each race more competitive. One of
the reasons I have always believed why
the game is suffering is because you have
two maybe three horses because of the
present system in each race that tower
over the rest of the field leading to chalk
winners, which leads to the public asking
why bother playing; the risk is not worth

the gain. Night after night these two or
three horses toy with the field and then
put the race away. Which leads me to my
next thought. This out and out greed of
the horsemen and owners is what is hurting the game. If just one track such as the
Meadowlands or Woodbine / Mohawk
made this move they would reap the benefits and if the others didn’t follow, oh well.

Regards,
Bob Adams

Have something to say?
Email: Dgiwner@drf.com

ENTRIES
& RESULTS
DRF Harness now has entries
and results for all U.S. tracks and
live odds for all North American tracks

DRF.com/harness

